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Current Status
# Magnitude 6.6 (downgraded from 7.1) aftershock along east coast of Japan resulted

in initial loss of electricity, brief evacuation of responders, and subsequent temporary
use of external backup systems (fire engines, etc.) before electricity was quickly
restored.

+ GOJ announced expansion of voluntary evacuation area around the Daiichi nuclear
reactor complex to 30km (from 20km). Consideration being given to making first
20km mandatory.

+ TEPCO has confirmed discharge of low-level radioactive water into Pacific was
completed at 1740 JST on 10 April. Total amount discharged was approximately
10,390 tons water with total radioactivity of 150 billion bq.

+ TEPCO continues injecting nitrogen gas into Unit 1 reactor containment vessel to
prevent possible hydrogen explosion. Containment vessel pressure is rising slightly
due to the injection.

# TEPCO installing steel curtain around Unit 2 seawater intake to control
contamination, plans similar curtain for Units 1, 3 and 4.

* Radiation levels continue to fall at Fukushima Daiichi complex

# Reactors 1-4 and spent fuel pools generally stable and continue to receive fresh
water injections (see text SITREP for detailed info)

* TEPCO reports that the crack in concrete shaft near Reactor 2 was sealed as of
Wednesday and water in the shaft has risen 12 cm
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DOE/NNSA
Emergency Response

# Command, Control, Coordination:
* Nuclear Incident Team (NIT): Coordinating overall emergency

response
, Policy Working Group (PWG): Coordinating overall policy

Senior Energy Official: Primary Manager of deployed field teams Dd
. Liaisons: DART, USPACOM, USAID, NRC Yokota AB

# Modeling and Assessment (1) AB
# National Atmospheric Release Advisory Center (NARAC): (1) SEO Staff

Conducting predictiveradioactive atmospheric dispersion modeling (1) SERt
s Consequence Management Home Team (CMHT): Providing

scientific assessment of ground measurements and AMS flights (7) AMS

* Field Monitoring US Embassy Tokyo
, Consequence Management Response Team (CMRT): (2) DART LNO

Conducting ground monitoring, air sampling and initial results
analysis *The number deployed does not

. Aerial Measuring System (AMS): Conducting aerial detection for currently reflect DOE/NNSA personnel
mapping radiological ground material deposits. Currently 2 assisting in nuclear energy (NE)
platforms: 1 Fixed, 1 Rotary aspects of the response.

# Sampling and Lab Analysis
e Lawrence Livermore and Los Alamos National Labs:

Conducting airborne contamination monitor filter analysis
s Savannah River Site: Conducting radionuclide analysis of soil

samples

* Medical Consultation
, Radiation Emergency Assistance CenterlTraining Site

(REAC/TS): Providing medical advice about radiological exposure



r Significant Events: Past 24 Hrs.
Bilateral Coordination:

Prepared training and custody transfer of High Purity Geranium (HPGe) to:

* National Institute of Public Health (NIPH) for drinking water analysis

* Ministry and Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries (MAFF) for soil sample
analysis

Obtained approval for Unattended Early Warning System deployment from
Cabinet Office
* Continued coordination of deployment with USFJ and JSDF

# Continued work to define notification thresholds and process in the event of a
detection

Nuclear Incident Team:

+ Provided ground monitoring and aerial measuring data spreadsheets to
CDC, FDA, HHS, USDA, EPA, NRC, DHS, NR, DIA, NCMI, and WH

* Continued coordination of rotation for deployed personnel



AWNSignificant Events: Past 24 Hrs.
* Modeling and Assessment

e Continued to normalize models to field measurements, assess time correlated
deposition, and correlate dose rate measurements to actual weather patterns

* 1st year dose estimate plot based upon AMS measurements & NRC source term
* Field Monitoring

. Aerial Monitoring (coordinated with MEXT)
* AMS UH-1: Surveyed coastal area 6 mi north of Fukushima Daiichi to 60 km line
" AMS C-12: Conducted surveys between 30 and 60 km lines northwest of plant

. Ground Monitoring
, Continued monitoring activities at US Embassy Japan, Embassy Resident Towers,

Yokota AB

+ Sampling and Lab Analysis
@ Conducting analysis of US soil sample shipped to LANL; results expected 12 Apr
# Japanese soil samples en route to Savannah River Site: ETA 1200 12 Apr
e 54 air samples collected from USEMB, Harris Tower, and Yokota AB have arrived

at GEL Laboratory, 20 samples have been processed; results under review

# Medical Consultation
. Nothing substantial to report
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Data Inputs

Monitoring .iConseq
# 290 hours total flying time for Aerial Team

Measuring System (AMS) fixed
and rotary-wings

# Over 139,000 total field Extera

measurements taken by DOE, En

DoD, and GOJ fixed stations and (

deployed teams Fli

Sampling Na

* 386 total air samples taken at US Japan

facilities throughout Japan Nu

undergoing lab analysis in US

@ 1 US soil sample shipped from I'dii
LLNL to LANL for further lab Mi
analysis

~mil

# 89 Japan soil samples shipped to Nu

Savannah River Site '111i
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UGuide to Interpretation
US EPA Derived Response Levels (DRLs) for Evacuation and Relocation

I Early Phase DRL
If a person is in danger of receiving an external radiation dose of 1 Rem over 4 days, the EPA

recommends evacuation until radiation levels decrease. This area is indicated by red.

First Year DRL
If a person is in danger of receiving an external radiation dose greater than 2 Rem during the

first year, the EPA recommends relocation until radiation levels decrease. This is not an
urgent action because the dose is received over a full year. This area is indicated by orange.

Fifty Year DRL
If a person is in danger of receiving an external radiation dose greater than 5 Rem over 50

years, the EPA recommends relocation until radiation levels decrease. This is not an urgent
action because the dose is received over fifty years. This area falls within the second year
DRL.

Second Year DRL
If a person is in danger of receiving an external radiation dose of greater than 0.5 Rem in the

second year (or any subsequent year), the EPA recommends relocation until radiation levels
decrease. This area is indicated by yellow.

These calculations account for multiple variables, For instance, radiation is most intense in the first days following its
release therefore dose reduction may be met by evacuating early in the response.

Protective actions are frequently expressed in dose rates. The dose rate is an indicator that residents would accumulate
the threshold dose if they stayed in the area the entire time expressed (e.g. 1 year, 2 years, 50 years).I~lt i,l I le,I% A.,I,,
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Guide to Interpretation
Areas at Risk for Agricultural Contamination

Aerial measurements can indicate areas where agricultural monitoring and sampling
should occur, although they cannot directly determine the amount of contamination of
agricultural products grown in these areas.

AMS monitoring results in areas beyond 25 miles from the Fukushima Daiichi reactors
show areas where dose rates are many times higher than historical background.

The measured external dose rates in these areas are not high enough to warrant
evacuation or relocation of the population, however, lower levels of radioactive
contamination in agricultural products provide more of a risk because the radioactive
material can be ingested into the body. Agricultural monitoring in these areas may be
warranted.

OAreas 10 to 100 times historical background are indicated by green.

JAreas 2 to 10 times historical background are indicated by light blue.

Areas at or near historical background are indicated by dark blue.
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Guide to Interpretation
First-Year Dose Estimate commencing March 16, 2011

This map shows the radiation dose that would be received by people in the
first year following the release of radioactive material from the Fukushima
Daiichi plant.

First-Year 2 rem Threshold
People who did not evacuate this area before the releases occurred would be expected to receive 2

rem or greater dose if they remain in that area for one year following the release. This area is
indicated by red. Those that did evacuate the red area prior to plant release (prior to 16 March)
would be expected to receive less than a 2 rem dose.

First-Year 100 millirem Threshold
People who did not evacuate this area before the releases occurred would be expected to receive 100

millirem or greater dose if they remain in that area for one year following the release. This area is
indicated by blue.

Notes
-First year dose begins 16 March (explosions 12, 14 & 15 March)
-Relocation decisions customarily based on avoidable dose, not previous or total dose
'Based on 10 fixed-wing aerial surveys (3/19 to 4/4)
'Dose conversion factor computed for each flight to account for decay

'Computed dose based on NRC-supplied radionuclide mix, consistent with results to
date for nuclides that have been measured
'Detailed analysis of samples may permit refinement of radionuclide mix and this map

UNCLASSIFIED
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Guide to Interpretation
Avoidable Dose Estimate commencing April 11, 2011

This map shows the radiation dose that can be avoided by relocating* people for the next
year following the release of radioactive material from the Fukushima Daiichi plant.

*] First-Year 2 rem Threshold
People who do not relocate from this area would be expected to receive 2 rem or greater dose if

they remain in that area for one year following April 11*. This area is indicated by red. Those
that do relocate from the red area would be expected to receive less than a 2 rem dose.

First-Year 100 millirem Threshold
People who do not relocate from this area would be expected to receive 100 millirem or greater

dose if they remain in that area for one year following the April 11*. This area is indicated by
blue.

Notes
0* Actions to reduce environmental contamination can lower the dose received.

-The avoidable dose year begins 11 April.
-Relocation decisions are customarily based on avoidable dose, not on dose already
received.

-Based on 10 fixed-wing aerial surveys (3/19 to 4/4).
'Dose conversion factor is computed for each flight to account for decay.
'Computed dose is based on NRC-supplied radionuclide mix and is consistent with
results to date for nuclides that have been measured.

-Detailed analysis of samples may permit refinement of radionuclide mix and this map.
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Aerial and Ground Monitoring Data
Assessment

* An assessment of measurements gathered through 10 April continues to
show:

o Radiation levels consistently below actionable levels for evacuation or relocation
outside of 25 miles

" Radiological material has not deposited in significant quantities since 19 March

* An assessment of measurements gathered at US military installations in the
Tokyo area through 10 April shows:

o Radiation levels far below actionable levels for evacuation or relocation

" All aerial measurements at US facilities were less than 32 pR/hr - a level that
poses no known health risk

" Monitoring of these locations will continue although no increases in deposited
radiation are anticipated

* NARAC received local meteorological data from 14 March from
GOJ; ECD 14 April to run the NARAC models to provide more
accurate deposition
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Forecasted Weather
April 12-13, 2011

04/12/2011 06:00:00 JST 04/12/2011 18:00:00 JST 04/13/2011 06:00:00 JST
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Planned Operations:
Next 24 Hrs

* Field Monitoring
* Aerial Monitoring

C-12: Survey north, west, and south of warm zone lines. C12 will fly
from Mito to west coast, continue north, and fly east to Sendai

, UH-1: Survey west of Fukushima Daiichi along 60 km line between
Koriyama and Fukushima

* Ground Monitoring
, Employ high pressure ion chamber to survey UH-1 flight path and test

line south of Koriyama

• Continue monitoring activities at US Embassy Japan, Embassy
Resident Towers Tokyo, Yokota AB

, Begin deployment of Unattended Early Warning System

* Sampling and Lab Analysis
* Expected receipt of 89 Japanese soil samples at SRS

20
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NOTE: Frora <this point forward, dDOEwi•lI produce 'only one SITREP per day,
which ~will be transmitted Iat 0,600.

DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY SITUATION REPORT
Earthquake & Tsunami in Japan

13 April 2011
0600 (EDT) UPDATE

Yellow hghhighted text indicates updats to this version Older items will be deleted as
necessary to minimize the size of this report and facilitate quick reading.

Note: Beginning with the 1800 March 31 SITREP, each entry is labeled with the time
and date of the latest SITREP that updated the information. Paragraphs with no
indicated time were prepared prior to the 1800 March 31 SITREP and were included as
the latest information available. Less frequent information updates are available from
Japanese agencies. (0600, 4/2 SITREP)

(NOTE: JST = EDT + 13 hours; EDT = GMT/UTC - 4 hours).

POWER PLANT UPDATE AND OTHER NUCLEAR ISSUES

Per Kyodo news, workers started Tuesday 4/12 1930 JST to begin pumping contaminated
water from an underground trench inside the Unit 2 reactor's turbine building. Seven-
hundred tons are to be transferred to a "condenser". The operation is expected to take 40
hours. A total of 60,000 tons of contaminated water, found in the basements of the Nos.
I to 3 reactor turbine buildings as well as the trenches connected to them, need to be
removed and stored in nearby tanks. The work began Tuesdayevening, and an e•timated

20tond f'tinted water was moved to a "condenfser". The leels of highly radioa'ctive
water that hadhcen filling up theterench iand the basement of the No, 2 reactor's turbi• e
b gvwereJQwored by4to 5 centimeters by 7 a.m. Wednesday. (0600 4/13 SITREP)

NISA issued a new provisional rating of level 7 "Major Accident" (an. increase from 5)
for the accident at the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant on the IAEA International
Nuclear and Radiological Event Scale (INES). Level 7 is the most serious level on INES.
The new provisional rating considers the accidents that occurred at Units 1, 2 and 3 as a
single event on INES. Previously, separate INES Level 5 ratings had been applied for
Units 1, 2 and 3. The provisional INES Level 3 rating assigned for Unit 4 still applies.
NISA estimates that the amount of radioactive material released to the atmosphere is
approximately 10 percent of the 1986 Chernobyl accident, which is the only other nuclear
accident to have been rated a Level 7 event. (0600 4/12 SJTREP)

Authorities said much of the high-level radiation leaked from Unit 2 on March 15 and 16,
early in the accident. Abnormalities in the reactor's suppression pool caused the radiation
release, the Japan Nuclear Safety Commission said. Radiation continues to leak from the
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suppression pool, the commission said, but the volume has dropped considerably. (1800
4/12 SITREP)

Regarding the INES increase from 5 to 7, Denis Flory, the IAEA's deputy director
general and head of its department of nuclear safety and security said at a Tuesday news
conference, "The Fukushima accident and Chernobyl are very different... Mechanics are
totally different." (1800 4/12 SITREP)

Per TEPCO the following is the status of major facilities after the April 11 earthquake
centered in Fukushima-Hama-dori:
-No shutdown of the off-site power of the units 1-6
-No abnormalities in water injection to the reactor of the units 1-3, nitrogen gas injection

to the reactor containment vessel of unit Icontinues.
-No abnormalities were detected in the parameters of each of the units.
-No abnormalities in the data taken from the monitoring before as well as
after the earthquake.

(1800 4/12 SITREP)

Other Nuclear Facilities

No information

Update on Reactor Containment Vessels:

Per NHK, nitrogen gas is continuing to be injected into the Number 1 reactor
containment vessel without any interruptions since it was temporarily suspended after the
April 11 earthquake. However, the pressure level has remained flat over the past few
days suggesting that certain gases may be leaking out of the vessel. TEPCO says there
has been no significant change in radiation levels around the plant. (1800 4/12 SITREP)

Updates on Cooling Efforts and Cooling Water Management:

No information

Radiation Detection Updates:

Per JAIF 2100 JST Apr 11, radiation level: 0.58 mSv/h at the south side of the office
building, 33ttSv/h at the West gate, 781tSv/h at the Main gate. (0600 4/12 SITREP)

(Official Use Only) Field Measurements Update (0600 4/13 SITREP):

Recent events of past 24 hours:
Modeling and Assessment

* Continued to normalize models to field measurements, assess time
correlated deposition, and correlate dose rate measurements with actual
weather patterns

OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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* Field Monitoring
" Aerial Monitoring

" AMS UH ofaftinconfi atloin of flight path
" AMNS C-12, The missionhw~ abote toesignific~antturbulki "ic

and was unable to survey the~ high plane of Nagal-Nanyo-
Yonezawa or the Navy requested "Warm Zone".

" Ground Monitoring

" Operatons commoneIto deplg the•Eaerly ýmbarnsng A n
consCstinga of 8 Infild iosaionsh 7of toh 8 locANioni Seresult
established A mission to cstihish the location willbe
sýcheduled.

S5 Changled airsampler at Yakusrk&NalaBaisT e
hA ContinuGed monitoraing 2ctivtiesat tmle pLmbaess; Japn aind the

EmbassyResident Tovwýrsiii Tokyo, CMOC TOC a~t Yokota AB,
and Y~oiksuka4 Naval Batse

" Sampling and Lab Analysis
* Conducting analysis of US soil sample shipped to LANL; initial results

undergoing decay correction
& 54 air samples collected from USEMB, Harris Tower, and Yokota AB

have arrived at GEL Laboratory. 20 samples processed; remainder
undergoing analysis

" Medical Consultation
* Nothing substantial to report

Planned operations over the next 24 hours:
* Aerial Monitoring

" AMSC- 2: Will fly West of Fukishirna Daliichlialong the 60kmn in aaA area
not y4C SLryeyed.

" AMlS UHf - I. W IIIs~urvey Militaryinsafaios
" Ground Monitoring

": Conpipet agallexposur i'rtcus.e Radio nuclide cvalhatiols
are to iincludeinsitiumeasurement assesses•ment of gammaitopes.

- Contmue montori :activtis att EmI ayss Japan and the Embasy
Resident Tobwrs in Tokyo, CMOC TOG at Yokota A-B, and Yokusuka
Naval Base

" Sampling and Analysis
* Continued analysis of air samples at GEL Laboratory
* Receive and initiate analysis of soil samples at Savannah River Site

Updates by Reactor Unit (updated each SITREP)

Fukushima Daiichi Unit I reactor

o Nitrogen gas injection to the reactor containment vessel of unitl was suspended
and was resumed at 2334 JST. (0600, 4/12 SITREP)

OFFICIAL-US-EONLY-
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o Pur JAIF at 0600 JST 13 Apir~co ~rreesae P prSSuire channel
(A)0.423 MPaG W,&cradPfrom April 11, chanii~ii (B) 0-92~8 MIPaG;1 water levcl
(A) -1.ý65 (B) -1.65 " eters below the top•of the ftel rod.",onainment vessel
pressure 0.190 MPa absoluteAdecrease fromAprl ) SEP eperam• ee is•23 TC
Reactor pressure vessel teperature@ water feedc no~zzle 216.2 T. (0600, 4/13
S.TREP)

o On March 24, the NRC estimated that Unit 1 had 70% core damage.
o The reactor vessel and primary containment are intact.
o Unit #1 contains 292 elements.

Fukushima Daiichi Unit 2 reactor
" >Pe.. JAI..600 JSW 13.April, RPV preasse (A) -0.0A18 M GB) -023MPaG;

water levecl] -50 imetrs tbe1(.vttpoftýie fuel rods; containmenIt-vessel
prcssure . .0...... Paas. .. .sse1 temperature @ atcr feed
niozzel 170.1 `C. SEP' k,-atc temperature is 460.0C. (0600, 4/t3 SIiPREP)

" On April 11, the NRC estimated that Unit 2 had 30% core daimage
o" NRC EOC Statuys IdAmt100ET 1Ai may begin injecting Nitrogen on

20 April (0600, 4/13 3SITREP).
o Unit#2 SFP contains 587 elements.

* Fukushima Daiichi Unit 3 reactor
o2 Per JAIF 1210 JST 12 April1 Pn pressure (A) -0.0518 MPaG, (B) -0.086 MPaG;

water ievels Shd ow (B) -2.2 cretrs bre lov the spe ofuhe pool roeds.m
containriimnt ve.ssel pre~ssure 0) 1 055 ~MP'I absolute (as 11Icns ri
April; reactor pressuire vessel1 temiperature U@ water fee nozzle 96.0'C. S}FP
t~empcrai-tre is 56- C (0600, 4/13) SITREP)

o On April 1o1 the NRact. t d 25%/coredamag.
o Per JAIF 1200 JST 9 Aprl Unit #3 SEP contains 514 eles ments
o NRC EOC status update 1200 EDT Nitrogen injection derayed due to problemr s

accessing equpm lent on 1 [ April.

" Fukushima Daiichi Unit 4 reactor
o Unit 4 is shutdown with the core removed to the spent fuel pool in December for

maintenance on the reactor.
o Unit #4 SFP contains 1331 iradiated fuel assemblies, plus 204 fresh fuel

assemblies. The fresh ones are stacked close together and represent a risk ofýi
low-power criticality, although we have no evidence of a criticality at this time.

" Fukushima Daiichi Unit 5 reactor
o Unit 5 was in a refueling outage at the time of the earthquake.
* Per JAIF, as of 0700 JST 1'3 Apnil, he SEP wae tmwa356C1800, 4/11

SITREP)
o Unit #5 SFP contains 946 elements.

* Fukushim~a Daiichi Unit 6 reactor
o Unit 6 was in a refueling outage at the time of the earthquake.

-OFFICIAL-USE ONLY--
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Per UJAYF, as of 0700 JS~T 13 April, SFP wae temp vas 3.0'C (1800, 4/11-
SITREP)

o Unit #6 SFP contains 876 elements.

" Fukushima Daiichi Common Spent Fuel Pool
oNo chan:I coridition/status se&&rald> dab 00, 4/3 SIREP):

" Fukushimna Daiichi Dry Cask Storage Building
o No change in' condition/sýtatus several 4 ys. (06090, 4/3 SITREP

Sources include:
Federation of Electric Power Companies of Japan
Nuclear Industrial Safety Agency
Links:
http://www.iaif.or.*p/en2lish/
http://www.tepco.co.iip/en/index-e.htrnl
http://nei.cachefly.net/newsandevents/information-on-the-iapanese-earthq uake-and-
reactors-in-that-region/
h ttp :/ /www.iaea.org-/

http://www.mext.go.ip/en2lish/
https://iportalwc.doe.2ov/
http://www.nisa.meti.eo.i p/english/
http ://www.fepc.or.ip/en2lish/
http://english.kyodonews.ip/
http://www3.nhk.or.ip/nhkworld/

Other Information

UPDATE ON USG COORDINATION

* TEPCO owns and has experience already with two Talons, including training by
Qinetic. They are primarily interested in training on the GPS, gamma cameras
and automatic mapping. (1800 4/12 SITREP)

* Robotics and Rad-hardened Cameras - Equipment is at Narita, being held at
customs. Embassy/DOE Cherry and METI to resolve. (0600 4/12 SITREP)

" INL 4 person team authorized to travel to Tokyo 4/12, training overlap with
Qinetic Team, then deploy to Tsukuba City/AIST for training with GOJ/TEPCO.
(0600 4/12 SITREP)

" Bilateral Coordination:

o Meetmg with representaes regardig product development

O-FFIHAL USE-ONEY-
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" GOJ *orgarnizat.diis rep resented - NSC, MOFANISA, MAFFE,
MEXT, NUSTEC

" DOEOJ agreed to analyzedaaaprovided by" othercountry's
c611ection

SDol proovidedd sampleof data in GOJ-compatible format
" Ar~4iiged ~ANS-coordiiiatjon meieting for Ykota on 4114

o Attended Cabinet Office working meeting to prioritize GOJ requests for
assistance including:

" HPGe's: Received updated requests for additional detectors for
MAFF, MHLW, and NISA

" Unattended Radiation Monitoring System: Confirmed approval to
implement the System and worked ongoing deployment issues
with MEXT, NSC, MOD

" AMS: Discussed ongoing joint survey plan with MEXT and
MOFA

* oti nkued pl~arning and coordIination to deliver HPGe deectors:
"* First twvo detectors •ý III be loaned to:

0National Institute of Public Health (N11H 1)for drinking
water analysis

0 Ministry and Agriculture,~ Foresty and Fisheries (M'AFF)
for soil ample analysis

"< C•urrent plan is to delier HPGe's, condttrainng dassist with
sep atirlp the101 ocations

" NRL ,HPbc' arrived4.11and w be testedonce a~ddonal:
dewers arrive. etnepce ob op~e onabu 15 April

Nuclear Incident Team:
* Provided ground monitoring and aerial measuring data spreadsheets to CDC,

FDA, 11S, USDA, EPA, NRC, DHS, NR, DIA, NCMI, and WH
• Finalized rotation for deployed personnel

Triage comppleted spc.;tral analysis of USFJ C-i12 aircraft oil coolers

Media Reports

"Workers connuet remnoet Nwater, cool spent mike firen•ole's" Workers at
the crisis-litFukuhiia~ Daiichi nuclear plant continued Wednecsday to remnove highly
radioac.tie water in the plant ne cooaspent nuclear fiel pool aspartofefforts to put
an end to the onging emergency, which is now acknowIedgedas" one of the world's
worst nuclear disasters. A2A m58 quake that hit aieas near the power station
Wednesday iorning didotohstructrecovery efforts or cause any abnormalities at the
plant, the govemn~iein's IN4uclcar and Industrial Safety A4_gcncy said. The planit operator
Tokyo Electric power~ Co. kept pumping out highly polluted wvater fromn arrunderground
tunncl-l(ketr~ench, to a nearbyv storage area inside the No. 2 reactors sbulildilng. The work

n Tuesday evening andat estimiated 200 tons of taintdater wasmvd toa
weei aoperatios steamfrom the reactor i's orted intoat
-OFFICI_1AL-USE-ONL-Y--
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by 7:30 a.m. TheitIIty korn ýasTPCOalmsoti a total of 700 tons ofpilted
water by Thursay. Eventually. the operator plans, to remove a totld of some 60,000 tons
of contarmni'a&water found In the baseninnts olf'the Nos. I o' eitrtriebuildings

J43O tctonurin

aselas h'tenhe~ tici so~nnected To themr, wi , tr itI~nrearIhvtanks and other areas,ý
HidehikoNislisaina a spokesman for the e nuclear regulatory body, said
that as a result of the k.peration, the levecls ofhiglhly radioactive waiter that had been filling
up the trench and the basep-iunt of the No. -' reaýctor`!s turbine building was lowered by 4
to 5 centimeters by 7 a.m. WdeayThe2 toxic water is believed tooriginate from the
No. 2 reactor's corc; %where fuiel rods have aria~lly meltcTed w hir,%ých hias also
afiected other parts ofthe lant, Ishamnpcri ig-u 4fort(so ierestore rats'kycoolinjg

the~reators arey asl

fuinctions, lost in the March 11 ear-tlquake and tsunami. Nishiyarra also said TEPCO
sprayed some 195 tons~ of fresh water into a spent nuclear fuel pool at the No. 4 reactor's
buildine tlhrough the night, after fsndiig fioa syiiaplm taken Tufsddfrom thefaility
that the~te&iprature of the waterxa 90 , much hige tathe tji,ýl20-30 C.
TEPCO has been unable to monitoi-he temperature of the pool % ter regul~arl~yas
iieasuring equipmrent ~isnot workin,,.Thie No. 4 re~aitor, halted for a regular iseto
before tthe quake, had all of its fuel rods s~tored uil he pool for the.: raintenance woriý:
Nishiyamrra said TEPCO also found that the rdainlevel mn the air somie 6 'meters above
the pool reached 84 mnillisieverts per hour before the water-sprayVing operation. 'Ithe 400-
milliliter water sample will be exaniiiied at the adj~cent F Akusfhim'a Dainipln
Wednesday to check to what extent the spent nuclear fuiel sourcd there is damnaged The
spokesman also said the utility aims to finish installing seven steel sheets near a seawater

'itke for(he Noý 2 reactor later in the d~ay~ and set up 'silt fence" curtin barriers near
intakes for the Nos, 3,4 reactors at the six-reactor plint to blc- h spiread of iadioactihe
SiibstanCcS in polluted water. He added that a sewaersample taken Monday 15
k-ilometers 1%away from the city of Min~armsoma, Fukushi:rha Prefecture, near the plant
sho~ed a radioactive iodine- 131 concentration of about 23 times the maxinmum lee~l
permitted Under law, but( that It does niot pos any health risks. Massive amounts of water
have been poured Into the reaictors anjd their spent nuclear fuel pools as astopgap
iiieasure to cool them do~wn. Bu~t pools ofcontarninatud water have been detected in
various parts of the nuclear complex on the Pacific coast, with some~ water leaking~ into
the sea, s an apparent-sid effect of the temegecy mesure

http k//ishae~viw .i P /n/i~ 2 Oil/0.4/85134.itilm, (0600,4/1 3 SITREP)

"Radio.Active strontium detected oti~tide 30km zone"~ Japan's science miitysays
smiall amoiints ofiiradioactiv'e 'stronitiuim have been deetdi oladpat outside the
30-kilometerf zone around the<Fuk<uslhiina plant Awhere he goermn aavsdpol
to stay indoors. Strontium coul~d caus~ecancer- The ministr,, has been monitoring the
level of weiat esbtncsi oladý eds mn Fuk-shinina Prefecture, It found 3.3ý to
32bcurl osrnim9 per kilogramn of soillin samles taken fr~ohi 3 location~s in
Namnie Towni and Iitate Village, 30) kilometers fromthe plant, An extremely small

arounto srontium was also found in <plants tak'en >fron MotomiyaCil,~ OnoTown and
Otama and N~ishigo Villages. The a~.reaar 40 to 80 kilometers from the Fulkushimapln
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http://"www3.nhk.or.ip/dail%,/english/13 30-5-5html, (0600,4/13 3SITREP)

CONTACT INFORMATION:
Nuclear Incident Team in the Emergency Operations Center

(b)(6)

Office of the Deputy Secretary 202-586-5500

Watch Schedule
April 13:
Parrish Staples
Ryan Bechtel

April 14:
Casey Ruberg
Brian Robinson

0400-0800

0400-0800

OEFICIAL USE ONLY
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This information is for limited
distribution to those with a

NEED TO KNOW
and should not be forwarded outside
your agency or organization without

prior clearance from U.S, DOE

Contact: DOE/NNSA Nuclear Incident
Team: (b)(6)
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Current Status
* Starting 0630 EST, TEPCO began pumping 700 tons low-level contaminated

radioactive water from Unit 2 turbine trench to condensers. The levels of highly
radioactive water that had been filling up the trench and the basement of the No. 2
reactor's turbine building were lowered by 4 to 5 centimeters by 7 a.m. Wednesday

* NISA issued new provisional rating of level 7 "Major Accident" (an increase from 5) on
the IAEA International Nuclear and Radiological Event Scale (INES) for the
Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant incident

# 11 Apr Magnitude 6.6 (downgraded from 7.1) aftershock along east coast of Japan
resulted in initial loss of electricity, brief evacuation of responders, and subsequent
temporary use of external backup systems (fire engines, etc.) before electricity was
quickly restored

* Small amounts of radioactive strontium have been detected in soil and plants outside
the 30-kilometer zone around the Fukushima plant.

# TEPCO continues injecting nitrogen gas into Unit 1 reactor containment vessel to
prevent possible hydrogen explosion. TEPCO plans to inject nitrogen into Unit 2 on
April 20. nitrogen injection into Unit 3 delayed due to problems accessing equipiment.

* TEPCO installing steel curtain around Unit 2 seawater intake to control contamination,
plans similar curtain for Units 1, 3 and 4

# Reactors 1-4 and spent fuel pools generally stable and continue to receive fresh water
injections (see text SITREP for detailed info)
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DOE/N NSA
Emergency Response

* Command, Control, Coordination:
* Nuclear Incident Team (NIT): Coordinating overall emergency

response
o Policy Working Group (PWG): Coordinating overall policy
. Senior Energy Official: Primary Manager of deployed field teams Deployed* (42)
, Liaisons: DART, USPACOM, USAID, NRC

# Modeling and Assessment Yokota AB
, National Atmospheric Release Advisory Center (NARA C): (1) SEO

Conducting predictive radioactive atmospheric dispersion modeling (1) SEO Staff
, Consequence Management Home Team (CMHT): Providing (36) Field Monitoring

scientific assessment of ground measurements and AMS flights I

# Field Monitoring US Embassy Tokyo
* Consequence Management Response Team (CMRT): (4) DART LNO

Conducting ground monitoring, air sampling and initial results
analysis

* Aerial Measuring System (AMS): Conducting aerial detection for *The number deployed does not

mapping radiological ground material deposits. Currently 2 currently reflect DOE/NNSA personnel
platforms: 1 Fixed, I Rotary assisting in nuclear energy (NE)

* Sampling and Lab Analysis aspects of the response.

s Lawrence Livermore and Los Alamos National Labs:
Conducting airborne contamination monitor filter analysis

o Savannah River Site: Conducting radionuclide analysis of soil
samples

# Medical Consultation
, Radiation Emergency Assistance Center/Training Site

(REAC/rS): Providing medical advice about radiological exposure

--Official Use Ony4



Significant Events: Past 24 Hrs.
Bilateral Coordination:

, Meeting with GOJ representatives regarding product development

GOJ organizations represented - NSC, MOFA, NISA, MAFF, MEXT, NUSTEC

DOE-GOJ agreed to analyze data provided by other country's collection

DOE provided a sample of data in GOJ-compatible format

Arranged AMS-coordination meeting for Yokota on 4/14

SAttended Cabinet Office working meeting to prioritize GOJ requests for assistance including:

HPGe's: Received updated requests for additional detectors for MAFF, MHLW, TEPCO, and NISA

Unattended Radiation Monitoring System: Confirmed approval to implement the System and worked
ongoing deployment issues with MEXT, NSC, MOD
AMS: Discussed ongoing joint survey plan with MEXT and MOFA

* Continued planning and coordination to deliver HPGe detectors:

First two detectors will be loaned to:

- National Institute of Public Health (NIPH) for drinking water analysis

- Ministry and Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries (MAFF) for soil sample analysis

Current plan is to deliver HPGe's, conduct training, and assist with setup at the GOJ locations

NRL HPGe's arrived 4/11 and will be tested once additional dewars arrive. Testing expected to be
completed on/about 15 April

Nuclear Incident Team:
* Provided ground monitoring and aerial measuring data spreadsheets to CDC, FDA, HHS, USDA,

EPA, NRC, DHS, NR, DIA, NCMI, and WH

* Finalized rotation for deployed personnel
* Triage completed spectral analysis of USFJ C-12 aircraft oil coolers

._. Use Ile
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Significant Events: Past 24 Hrs.

* Modeling and Assessment
, Continued to normalize models to field measurements, assess time correlated deposition, and

correlate dose rate measurements with actual weather patterns

* Field Monitoring
a Aerial Monitoring

AMS UH-1: Awaiting completion of flight
, AMS C-12: The mission was aborted due to significant turbulence and was unable to survey the high

plane of Nagal-Nanyo-Yonezawa or the Navy requested "Warm Zone".

s Ground Monitoring
Operations commenced to deploy the Early Warning Array consisting of 8 Infield locations. 7 of the 8
locations were established. A mission to establish the 8th location will be scheduled.

Changed air sampler at Yakusuka Naval Base.
Continued monitoring activities at the US Embassy Japan and the Embassy Resident Towers in Tokyo,
CMOC TOC at Yokota AB, and Yokusuka Naval Base

* Sampling and Lab Analysis
* Conducting analysis of US soil sample shipped to LANL; initial results undergoing decay

correction

s 54 air samples collected from USEMB, Harris Tower, and Yokota AB have arrived at GEL
Laboratory. 20 samples processed; remainder undergoing analysis

* Medical Consultation
, Nothing substantial to report
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Data Inputs

Monitoring
323.6 hours total flying time for Conseq

Aerial Measuring System (AMS)
fixed and rotary-wing I All

4 Af
Over 140,000 total field Extema
measurements taken by DOE,
DoD, and GOJ fixed stations and
deployed teams

* Sampling
s 496 total air samples taken at US Nc

facilities throughout Japan for lab Japa
analysis in US,,

e 52 total ground samples taken.(N
throughout Japan for lab analysis
in US

# 89 Japan soil samples shipped to 0
Savannah River Site; Expected , i
arrival 4/13. 0 N



Guide to Interpretation
US EPA Derived Response Levels (DRLs) for Evacuation and Relocation

I Early Phase DRL
If a person is in danger of receiving an external radiation dose of 1 Rem over 4 days, the EPA

recommends evacuation until radiation levels decrease, This area is indicated by red.

First YearDRL
If a person is in danger of receiving an external radiation dose greater than 2 Rem during the

first year, the EPA recommends relocation until radiation levels decrease. This is not an
urgent action because the dose is received over a full year. This area is indicated by orange.

Fifty Year DRL
If a person is in danger of receiving an external radiation dose greater than 5 Rem over 50

years, the EPA recommends relocation until radiation levels decrease. This is not an urgent
action because the dose is received over fifty years. This area falls within the second year
DRL.

Second Year DRL
If a person is in danger of receiving an external radiation dose of greater than 0.5 Rem in the

second year (or any subsequent year), the EPA recommends relocation until radiation levels
decrease. This area is indicated by yellow.

These calculations account for multiple variables. For instance, radiation is most intense in the first days following its
release therefore dose reduction may be met by evacuating early in the response.

Protective actions are frequently expressed in dose rates. The dose rate is an indicator that residents would accumulate
the threshold dose if they stayed in the area the entire time expressed (e.g. 1 year, 2 years, 50 years).



Guide to Interpretatilon
Areas at Risk for Akricultural Contamination

Aerial measurements can indicate areas where agricultural monitoring and sampling
should occur, although they cannot directly determine the amount of contamination of
agricultural products grown in these areas.

AMS monitoring results in areas beyond 25 miles from the Fukushima Daiichi reactors
show areas where dose rates are many times higher than historical background.

The measured external dose rates in these areas are not high enough to warrant
evacuation or relocation of the population, however, lower levels of radioactive
contamination in agricultural products provide more of a risk because the radioactive
material can be ingested into the body, Agricultural monitoring in these areas may be
warranted.

#Areas 10 to 100 times historical background are indicated by green.

Areas 2 to 10 times historical background are indicated by light blue,

Areas at or near historical background are indicated by dark blue.
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Aerial and Ground Monitoring Data
Assessment

* An assessment of measurements gathered through 12 April continues to
show:

" Radiation levels consistently below actionable levels for evacuation or relocation
outside of 25 miles

" Radiological material has not deposited in significant quantities since 19 March

* An assessment of measurements gathered at US military installations in the
Tokyo area through 12 April shows:

" Radiation levels far below actionable levels for evacuation or relocation

" All aerial measurements at US facilities were less than 32 pR/hr - a level that
poses no known health risk

" Monitoring of these locations will continue although no increases in deposited
radiation are anticipated

* NARAC received local meteorological data from 14 March from
GOJ; ECD 14 April to run the NARAC models to provide more
accurate deposition

13



Forecasted Weather
April 13-14, 2011

04/13/2011 19:00:00 JST 04/13/2011 23:00:00 JST 04/14/2011 03:00:00 JST

14



Planned Operations:
Next 24 Hrs

* Aerial Monitoring
o AMS C-12: Will fly west of Fukushima Daiichi along the 60km in an area not yet

surveyed.

o AMS UH-I: Will survey US military installations.
+ Ground Monitoring

@ Complete beta/gamma exposure rate surveys. Radionuclide evaluations are to
include in-situ measurement assessment of gamma isotopes.

o Continue monitoring activities at the US Embassy Japan and the Embassy
Resident Towers in Tokyo, CMOC TOC at Yokota AB, and Yokosuka Naval Base.

* Sampling and Analysis
, Continued analysis of air samples at GEL Laboratory

s Receive and initiate analysis of soil samples at Savannah River Site

15
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Unattended EWS Placement

* EWS Node 5 - Katsurao was not deployed today, scheduled for later date. 17
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DOE will produce only oneiSITREP per da whicl ,vwill be transmitted at 0600.

DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY SITUATION REPORT
Earthquake & Tsunami in Japan

14 April 2011
0600 (EDT) UPDATE

Yellow hg•ilghted text indicates upfdates to this version. Older items will be deleted as.
necessary to minimize the size of this report and facilitate quick reading.

Note: Beginning with the 1800 March 3.1 SITREP, each entry is labeled with the time
and date of the latest SITREP that updated the information. Paragraphs with no
indicated time were prepared prior to the 1800 March 31 SITREP and were included as
the latest information available. Less frequent information updates are available from
Japanese agencies. (0600, 4/2 SITREP)

(NOTE: JST = EDT + 13 hours; EDT = GMT/UTC - 4 hours).

POWER PLANT UPDATE AND OTHER NUCLEAR ISSUES

Per NHK, at a nessconference on Wednesday, TEPCO noted its cerne that the spent
fuel rods in thestorge poo of the No. 4 reactor may be damaged • i•ad on interim
results ofan analysisof samples:taken from the pool water on Tuesd aid levels of
.radioactive substance~s incluidinig iodine-13 lAin the samples were hgher than thosein
storage pools under normal circuimstances, suggesting that sonme of the spent fuel may
have be entamaged.TEPCO says it found 220 becque of iodine- 131 per cubic

centimeter of water, as well••s 88 becquerels of cesium- 134 and 93•Jecquerels of cesium-
1 ý.The fInn says the- materials~ are usua~llyproduced by nuclear fission. (0600, 4/14
SITREP)

Per Kyodo News, the vice chairman~ of the government's Japan Atomic Envergy
Commission emphasizd ! this week liat Japan should thoroughly investdga4 the niclcar
cnsis at the Fukushima Dalich•i power, plant ii anjn•ternationally verifiablemanner,
,possibly byinvolving experts from other countries, aind the IAEA to help~ guaratee the
openness and transparency of the probe. Reports also indicate that the U.S. National
Acad~emy of Sciences cou4ld also be co~nsulted. (0600; 4/14 SITREP)

Per NIK,. Japan's science ministry (MEXT) con ducted a computer-simulated prediction
of movements of such subtancesbaseýoin a ;eawater survey as well as data on currents
,in nearby waters that indicate thatradioactive substances willcontinue todiffuse to the
northeast in the Pacific•Ocean for severl days after beig released from thetbled

Fukshia alihlnuclear power plant. (0600, 4/14 ITREP)

Per Kyodo news, workers started Tuesday 4/12 1930 JST to begin pumping contaminated
water from an underground trench inside the Unit 2 reactor's turbine building. Seven-
hundred tons are to be transferred to a "condenser". The operation is expected to take 40

OFC•ITýA UETc ONLY
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hours. A total of 60,000 tons of contaminated water, found in the basements of the Nos.
I to 3 reactor turbine buildings as well as the trenches connected to them, need to be
removed and stored in nearby tanks. The work began Tuesday evening and an estimated
200 tons of tainted water was moved to a "condenser". The levels of highly radioactive
water that had been filling up the trench and the basement of the No. 2 reactor's turbine
building were lowered by 4 to 5 centimeters by 7 a.m. Wednesday. (0600 4/13 SITREP)

Other Nuclear Facilities

No information

Update on Reactor Containment Vessels:

Per NHK, nitrogen gas is continuing to be injected into the Number 1 reactor
containment vessel without any interruptions since it was temporarily suspended after the
April II earthquake. However, the pressure level has remained flat over the past few
days suggesting that certain gases may be leaking out of the vessel. TEPCO says there
has been no significant change in radiation levels around the plant. (1800 4/12 SITREP)

Updates on Cooling Efforts and Cooling Water Management:

No information

Radiation Detection Updates:

PerJAIJF2 2100 JST Ar 13, radiattion level 0.55 rSm /h at the southl side of the office
building, 30tiSv/h at the West gate, 73[iSv/h at the-Main gate. (0600 4114 SITREP)

(Official Use Only) Field Measurements Update (0600 4/14 SITREP):

Recent events of past 24 hours:
Modeling and Assessment

* Continued to normalize models to field measurements, assess time
correlated deposition, and correlate dose rate measurements with actual
weather patterns

* Field Monitoring
* Aerial Monitoring

:AMS U-1-: Sure•eyed Militaryin stal••t s: 1iionis and the U.S. Embassy.
(Campa Asaka, Yo~kotAi aeSgm General Depot, Camxp
Zama, AtSufigNaval Air Facili•y, Ikego, Yokosuka Na~ival Base,
Negishi, Noth D Kisaraz-uAiBiase,;and Camp Fuji

",AMS C-12: inislehd the AM S survey area over thecities of
Sukagawa•daai Koy•ama a I 000ft AGL 2000 line spaci tngto
further comnplete the aerial suirvey.

" Ground Monitoring

,- f A T C Q CA USE ONLY
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Operations commenced to deploy the Early Warning Array
consisting of 8 Infield locations. 7 of the 8 locations were
established. A mission to establish the 8"h location will be
scheduled.

On O cini e eployed toEnibasSy tocollect comparative data
~with USMC and Naval Reactors

* Changed air sampler at Yakusuka Naval Base.
* Continued monitoring activities at the US Embassy Japan and the

Embassy Resident Towers in Tokyo, CMOC TOC at Yokota AB,
and Yokusuka Naval Base

Sampling and Lab Analysis
SQ89 samnile ed h5RP3 3 a were transferre t SRS ior

s i 'arnplcs sJppc fromnLN deliered o adlochernistr lab'iab
LANL

* Conducting analysis ofUS soil sample shipped to LANL; initial results
undergoing decay correction

* 54 air samples collected from USEMB, Harris Tower, and Yokota AB
have arrived at GEL Laboratory. 20 samples processed; remainder
undergoing analysis

Medical Consultation
* Nothing substantial to report

Planned operations over the next 24 hours:
* Aerial Monitoring

" AM S C- 12: Will conduct surv'eys~ in the30 to o'6Pnircle 11011

the citics 6f Koi vtiiiaon the south and Waary, on the North at I bbft
AGL 2000 l~ice sp~ing to further comnplete thec aeriaIl Iýrvcy.

T-'>o personnel from MOD Air Defense Command will 2&e alo
" AMS UH I: weather and flinds permiiitting, survL~ythe Jo itf U.S.,and

Japan Flight Araati5600'1t AGL at,10 11 OOfine spaicinig.
+ One pers....fro MOD Air Defensc Commandwillridealo

" Ground Monitoring
" A tcam will establislithe final infield unit at Katsurahoadwill intall

powerfor up to toweeks.
"TwoFl- cd teamis wiill deploy toco~lletsurvey dlatainAMS ,box ,west-of

Koriyyamna ,ain Suaikama.n
* Complete beta/gamma exposure rate surveys. Radio nuclide evaluations

are to include in-situ measurement assessment of gamma isotopes.
• Continue monitoring activities at the US Embassy Japan and the Embassy

Resident Towers in Tokyo, CMOC TOC at Yokota AB, and Yokusuka
Naval Base.

• Sampling and Analysis
* Continued analysis of air samples at GEL Laboratory

OFFIL•" A tONI•YT
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• Receive and initiate analysis of soil samples at Savannah River Site

Updates by Reactor Unit (updated each SITREP)

" Fukushima Daiichi Unit Ireactor
Per JAWI at 1200 JST 13 April, reactor parameters arc: RPV pressire(A) 0.420
MPaG, (B) 0.933 MPaG; water level (A) -1 .60 (B) -1.65 meter,,bc1ow the top of
the fmael rods;s: S6 26T. Reactor pressure vessel temperature@

water feed nozzle 204.5 ' Containetvessel pressure 0. 190IPas (0600
JST 13 'Apr), (0600, 4/14 SITREP)

o Nitrogen gas. injection to the reactor containment vessel of unitl was suspended
and was resumed at 2334 JST. (0600, 4/12 SITREP)

o On March 24, the NRC estimated that Unit 1 had 70% core damage.
o The reactor vessel and primary containment are intact.
o Unit #1 contains 292 elements.

* Fukushima Daiichi Unit 2 reactor
" 'PerJAI F I 2.1 ST 13 April, RPV pressure (A) -0.016 M~aG, (B) -0.(02'OMPaG;

wat&~er e1 -1.50 meters below the top ofthe fuel roids; containmenftvessel
pressure 0.095 MPa ab~s; Reactor pressur vessel temperature ra. wat~er feed
nozzel 166.9 0 C. SFP water temperatueisi i45'C. (0600, 4/14 SITRE P)

o On April 11, the NRC estimated that Unit 2 had 30% core damage.
o NRC EOC status update 1200 EDT II April , may begin injecting Nitrogen on

20 April (0600, 4/13 SITREP).
o Unit#2 SFP contains 587 elements.

" FukushimaDaiichi Unit 3 reactor
o Per JAW, 1210 JST 13 Apri, A a~r level(A),- 1.750 (B) -2.20 meters belowte

top of the fuel rods; containinnt vesselI pressu're 0.1063 MIabs; reactor
pressure vessel temperature Cwater feenozzle 92.2 TC.. SFP temperature is
59'C (0750 JST 12 Aprld). RP prsue()-.2 7G B 0.083 MPaG
(ý2210 JST 12 April1); (0600, 4/14 SITREP)

o On April 11, the NRC estimated that Unit 3 had 25% core damage.
o Per JAIF 1200 JST 9 April, Unit #3 SFP contains 514 elements
o NRC EOC status update 1200 EDT Nitrogen injection delayed due to problems

accessing equipment on 11 April

* Fukushima Daiichi Unit 4 reactor
o Per NHK newsrelease, as of 2111 JST 13 April, TEPCO indicated that water

temperature in the spent fulel storage, pool at the No?. 4 reactorin the Fukushima
nuclear plant has r0sen t49grees1ess (600, 4/S1ITRPEP)

o TEPCO took th epraueo Tticsyuing ani extending arin on a special
vehicle. It foundethe temperature was muchhiigher than the normal lveIl of under
40 degrees. To cool th 195 tons of watefor6'hours on
Wednesday morning. The company thinks the pool's water level was about 5
meters lower 1 tha lt! 2 imeters above the fuel rods. TEPC believes the

OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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water level is likely to rise by about one meter after the waterisipraymg on
Wednesday. (0600, 4/14 SITREP)
TEPCO found 220 becqueru sof iodine-I 31 per cbic cenitimeter of water, as
w,ýell as 88becqiieiels of cesiuiii-l 34 and 93 becqiu&iels~ of cesium- 137, Also,
lvels of radtactive %sibsutances i•nc ing i•din- .I3IIin the samples were higher
than those istor~a~ge pools under normal circumstances, suggesting that someotf
th~e spent efudmay have been damaged. (0600,4/ 14 SITREP)

* Per JAIF, as of' 1200 JST 13 April, the Sl-? P ateir temp was 37'C (0600, 4/I4
SITREE data is iconflict with thlii&nes release, see above.

o Unit 4 is shutdown with the core removed to the spent fuel pool in December for
maintenance on the reactor.

o Unit #4 SFP contains 1331 irradiated fuel assemblies, plus 204 fresh fuel
assemblies.

" Fukushima Daiichi Unit 5 reactor
o Unit 5 was in a refueling outage at the time of the earthquake.
o Per JAIF, as of 1300 JST 13 April, the SFP water temp was 35.1,C (0600,! 4/4

SITlREP)
o Unit #5 SFP contains 946 elements.

* Fukushima Daiichi Unit 6 reactor
o Unit 6 was in a refueling outage at the time of the earthquake.
* Per JAIF, as of 1300 JST 13 April, SEP water temp was 23.0'C (0600, 4/14

SITREP)
o Unit #6 SFP contains 876 elements.

" Fukushima Daiichi Common SpentFuel Pool
oNo change in condition/stlatus several days: (0600, 4J14 SITREP)

" Fukushima Daiichi Dry Cask Storage Building
o No change in condition/status several days. (0600, 4/1~4 SITREP)

Sources include:
Federation of Electric Power Companies of Japan
Nuclear Industrial Safety Agency
Links:
http://www.iaif.or.ip/english/
http://www.tepco.co.jp/en/index-e.html
http://nei.eachefly.net/newsandevents/information-on-the-japanese-earthquake-and-
reactors-in-that-reion/
http://www.iaea.org/
http://www.mext.go.op/enilish/
https://iportalwc.doe.gov/
http://www.nisa.meti.go.ip/english/
http://www.fepc.or.ip/english/
http://enpilish.kyodonews.ip/
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http://www3.nhk.or.ip/nhkworld/

Other Information

UPDATE ON USG COORDINATION

* INL 4 person team authorized to travel to Tokyo 4/12, training overlap with
Qinetic Team, then deploy to Tsukuba City/AIST for training with GOJ/TEPCO.
(0600 4/12 SITREP)

* Bilateral Coordination:

"j Japan's Ministry of Econobmy, radc~and Ifiiisry METI) officials reques~ted
additional infr n apicatn of muon tomography at
Fukiishima. Tilden to coordinate. (0600, 4/144SITREP)

.. Cojrndudctedan AMS-demonstratknr and Joint AMS operations discussion
Yokota with MEXT and JAFA. (0600, 4/14 SITREP)

" TEPCO owns and has experience already with two Talons, including training
by Qinetic. They are primarily interested in training on the GPS, gamma
cameras and automatic mapping. (1800 4/12 SITREP)

* Robotics and Rad-hardened Cameras - Equipment is at Narita, being held at
customs. Embassy/DOE Cherry and METI to resolve. (0600 4/12 SITREP)

o Meeting with GOJ representatives regarding product development
" GOJ organizations represented - NSC, MOFA, NISA, MAFF,

MEXT, NUSTEC
" DOE-GOJ agreed to analyze data provided by other country's

collection
" DOE provided a sample of data in GOJ-compatible format
" Arranged AMS-coordination meeting for Yokota on 4/14

o Attended Cabinet Office working meeting to prioritize GOJ requests for
assistance including:

" HPGe's: Received updated requests for additional detectors for
MAFF, MHLW, and NISA

" Unattended Radiation Monitoring System: Confirmed approval to
implement the System and worked ongoing deployment issues
with MEXT, NSC, MOD

" AMS: Discussed ongoing joint survey plan with MEXT and
MOFA

o Continued planning and coordination to deliver HPGe detectors:
* First two detectors will be loaned to:

OFIACIAL USE ONLY
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0 National Institute of Public Health (NIPH) for drinking
water analysis

* Ministry and Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries (MAFF)
for soil sample analysis

Current plan is to deliver HPGe's, conduct training, and assist with
setup at the GOJ locations

" NRL HPGe's arrived 4/11 and will be tested once additional
dewers arrive. Testing expected to be completed on/about 15 April

Nuclear Incident Team:
" Provided ground monitoring and aerial measuring data spreadsheets to CDC,

FDA, HHS, USDA, EPA, NRC, DHS, NR, DIA, NCMI, and WH
" Finalized rotation for deployed personnel

Triage completed spectral analysis of USFJ C-12 aircraft oil 'coolers

Media Reports

"Japan continues to struggle to remoive highlly toxic water at plant" The difficult task
of rem ig highly radioctive wateri&atthe crisis-hit•Jukushima Daiichi rnuclear power
plant continued Thura with the level of polluted water in the plant's underground
tremch found to oe edging up again that morning aftsome 660 tons were pumped out.
Thereoval ofsome 60,000 tons •f•conminatewater from th• basements of the Nos.
I to '3 reactor turbine buildings as well as trenches connected to them is vital, as the water
is hanpering work tio rstore key cooling functions of the reators lost In the March'II
killerearthquake and~ ensuing tsunami. Plant operator Toky'o Electric Power Co. pumped
out about'660 tons of'highly radioactive water Tuesday and> Wednesday frotm rone ofth'e
trenches to a "conderis&r inside the nearby No. 2 reactorturtine building, Where in
,normal operations steam from the reactor is converted into water.But the Nuclear and
Inidustrial Saif~"Aetyn,,cy said that the ~water level at the vertical part of the trench as o~f 7

am 'ursday had~ increasedllby about 3.5 cennijeters fromihc ilevel observed at 6 p~m.
Wednýesday 'Ihelevel of the water is.. 5•• 5 centimeters l i• than justh before the water-
taiisferringrmisssion started. Hidehiko Nishiyama, the agency's spokesman, said that the
nIse M the watei level is likely link ed to the ~continued injection of water Injection into the
Noý2 :reactor core,,which is nrecessary to prevent the nuclear fuel inside from
overh(eating2 As~ there is believed to be around 20,000 tons of water (in the No. 2'reactor
Urbmi•Iebuildinig and the trench connected to t), we feel the di fficulty of lowering'the
level of the water in a stable manner," he said Tokyo Electric, kno•n•as TEPC, is
preparing to transfer more of the higfily radioactive water into a facility for nuclear waste
disposal in the plant, which can accomm o 30,000tons of liquid. The water 'inand
around the' No. 2 reactor tu binebilding is~ believed to contain higherconcetain 'of
radioactive substances than other cnaminated water fouind at thsie, and' is believed tio
originate from the No eatrs core, where fuel r~ods ave partiall metd F
alsosttrt:d looking into how to check the quakeresistance o falredy heavilydamaged
reactorbuildlings at th st in 'line'with an order issue~d Wednesday by the government's
nuclear regulato-y agency, in light of strong aftershoks from theM arch I I uake. The
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agency~has told the utility to immediately exami the bildin! anid consider
reinforeemint work if they arejudged as not suflfiýcntly quikrof. TEPCO howev.er
has sai tlit t caini't "Immediately conduct an livcstigation'* .unlLss it confirms the
safety P ao ( 1 9ei checkup wiwl be•conducted. To enhance preparation for tsuni•i

waves y aftersocks ad other eregcriy situations, emergency diesel power
vehicle-mounted power iorces are to be plaed at highter ground, while backup units

for wat B Injection to •e trouhe d Nos. I to 3 reactors are;expected to, t installed,according, to th nuclear agency.

Thyrsda~yApril14, 2011 15:(53 ±0900 (JST)

http://cii,,,ish.kyýodonews~ip/itewis/2011/04/854O1I.htiii (0600, 4/1 SITREP)

"Radiationin seawater drops but remains high" The operator of the disabled
iuushirna Daiichi nuclear power stationsays radiation levels .inseawater near he pjlant

are on the decline, but remain high. Tokyo Electric Power Company says it detected 100
begqucrels of Iodine 131 e creubic eninmetein samples coleint.ce niear the water intake
cf thelicN2 reactor on Tuesday afternoon. That represents 2,SOitmes the legal limit.
The sity was down fi-oi 7.5 million times the limit found inte same area on April
2nd. The decline in radioactivity levels comes after the firm stopped highly radioactive
water from leaking through a pit outside the reactor on April 6th. The company released
I;320 tons of relativey low radioactive water Into the ocean near the outlets ofhe NO&5

0 ndNo.6 reatefors'frhe 6 days through A:paiy•.u•Ili The company iscoer-,O .7
becquerels of iodinel A4tper cubic centinter In cwateampstaken azone

aot30 metersnojith ofntheoutsday. n 11eMo01). That amouints toA43 times the
legal limit, T i so fo id 1.1 becquerelsofthe radioactive eleinctit in seawater
samples collected near a beach 6 kilometers south of theplant on Tcýday mormffiL.
That represents 2-8, times the legal limit. Radiation leve at the sanie spot have reained
almost the sarne slince April 5th.

Thursday, April 14, 2011 07:28 -i090i0 (JST)

http://N-tNww3.nhhior.ip/dailv/eiiplish/14 01 .html (0600,4/14 SlTREP)

"Most spent fuel not damaged at No. 4 reactor" TEPCO says most of the spent fuel in
the storage pool of the No. 4 reactor is apparently undamaged. A a news conference oni
Weednesday, •the firm said the finding is. base on interim results ofan analysis ofsamples
taken from the pool water on Tuesday. But it said levels of radioactive substances
in•cludin iodine-g 31 in the samples wee ligher thani those in storage pools under normal
cc tances, suggesting that some of the spent fuel may have been damaged. TEPCO(
says it found 220 becLuerels ofiodine-13 Iper cubic centimer of wateras well as 88
becquerels of cesiumn- 1 3.34 and 93 becquerets of ce.si..- 1 37. 'The firm says the materials
are•usually produced by uclear f•ssion.

Wednesday, April 13, 2011 21:08 +0900 (JST)

hittp:/I/,Nww3.nhk.or.ipiidailv/en-iish1i3 37.htiil (0600,h4/14 SITREP)
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"Temperatures rise at No.4 spent fuel storage pool" The Tokyo Electric Power
Company, or TEPCO, says the va~ter temperature in the spent ftiel storage pool at the 'No.
4 recto inthe crippled Fu kiima nuclear plant has risen to about 90 degrees Celsi•t.It

fersth pent fuel rods may becdkiniagd. TIPCO took the temperature on Tuesday
us!inan e ..eiding arm on a special vehicle, It found the temperature was much higher
than thenormal level ofunder 40 deg" o•ees 'ocoolthe.fueLt .EPCO sprayed 195 tons of'
water for 6 hours on Wednesday mornig:.The company thinks the pool's water level was
.about r' meters, lower than normal, but 2' ri 'ictrs abov"e the fuel rodls, TEI'CO' believes the
water le"el'[s likely to rise byabout oricinmter afterthe watersprayingon Wednesda.
The cpany also 'believes temnperatiures 'rosec after'the loss ofC the reactor',, coolinig
system, TEPCO says high levels of radliati at 84 pullisiverts per hour vci- dutected
above theWl ýýmrsurface,. where radiatioit ],, rarely detected. The company plan', to
continue spraying and to analyze radioactive particles in the pool to detenrmine wýhether
the fuiel haý be&&ndamaged.The storage pool at the No. 4 reactor has housed a II he fuel
rods that.ciL in operation at th.e reacto due to massive engineering work there. TEPCO
has sprayed more than 1,800 tons of water.on the No •4 reactor using fire engines and
special vehicles since the March 11 th crisis. The company feared that fuel rods could
cause evaporation of water and put workers at risk of exposure. University of Tokyo
ProfessorKgj O to says the temperature of 90 degrees indicates that cooling is
contug although some of the water inthe pool may be boiling. Okamoto says high
radiation indicates the possibility of radiati•n leaks from damaged fuel, and called for the
evaluation of wa~er. samipling to~ determinehow the situation should be ta~ckled. The
profes~sor says that to prevent furth'er daniage to the fuel, it's imnpor tant to continitic
cooling the pool while mimizng waf gefrom it.

Wednesday, April 13, 2011 21:08 +0900 (JST)
htp:/iw~ww3.nhk•Or~jp/dai!v/english/13 35.:html (0600, 4/ 4STREP)

"Diffiusin f radioactive substances redcted'• apan's e ministryesays
rado•active substances willc'ontinue to diffusleto the northeast in the Pacific Ocean for
several days afier being released from the troubled Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power
plant. The ministry conducted a computer-simulated prediction of movents of such
substan-ces•based' on a seawater survey as well as dataon currents in nearby waters.. On.
Aprila2td, levels of radioactive idine- 131 nearthe water intake of the plant's No. 2
reactrwerefoundsto be o75 million timae higher than' the•legallimit. The ministry says
the radiation levels are on the decline, but remain high. The ministry's short-erm
'prediction say the substances will spread from the coast to the northeast, maintaining
*their leves or several days. The ministry's long-term prediction sys the~ substainces wýill
be carried ýs(uth.by a currernt 100 kilometers offshore in loweredoncentratioins, then
move east with a rapidly-moingfcurrentPofI.araki Prefecture .. about a month. The
ministry said the concentration of radioactive substances in the seais likelytoddecrease
gradually,'Me ministry plans to step up monitoring of the movement of adioactive
substances in waters around the plant and releae another prediction.

Wednesday, April 13, 2011 1 9:4F4 +0900 ~(JSTJ)

bttp:i/iwwwi3.nhkI.or~ip/da'ily/eiiglish/l3 28.htmi (0460, 4Il:4SITEP)
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"Commissioner calls for verifiable probe of Fukushima nuke crisi"The vice
chairman of thegovernment's Japan Atomic Energy Commission emphasized this week
that Japan should thoroughly investigate the nuclear Ecrisis at the FLkushima Daiihi.
power plant in an internationally verifiable manner, possibly by involving.qieis from
other countries to help guarantee the openness and transparency of the pro:. An
independent third-party panel, rather than the government's Nuclear Safet (ommsison,
should study the accident's cases and the senes of crisis management steps iak!n in
order forJapan to regain the trust of theminternational community, Tatsuj'ir(Suzuýi aid
in an interview Wednesday with Kyodo News ..As options for how to invoklv foreign
cjei•s, he pointed out that the government may either engage the International Atomic
Energy Agency in the probe by the enivisaged panel, kip;a " e<of
foreign experts to give advice to the panel or;askn mtrneat-•onally reownedacademie

inistitution such as the U.S. National Academy of Sciences to verify the resuilts of the
probeThursday, April 14, 2011 10:38 +0900 (JST)
hffp://enVIish.kvodoneiwvs.*p/neNws201 1/04/8-324.hitnii (0600, 4/14 SITREP)

"High radioacetiity detected in fish, getables"T

radioactivitvthov•e the legal limit in fish caught off Fukushima Prefecture and I Ikins
of vegetables grown in the prefecture. Tlheminis says it found 12,509 bcuerels•per,
kilogram, or 25 times the limi't, of radioactive cesium in small fish called smid latices
caught off Iwaki City, so'uth of the Fukusiiima Daiichi mic~loar plant on W~dnes,-,Ay. It
also discovered 1 2,000 becquerels, ~or 6 timnes the limit, of radioactive IoIIiei the fish.
On April 7th, sand lances caught off the city, w~ec already found to be coiita'millated with
rad:ioactive cesium mn excess of the limit. Sandlances caught off Ibaraki Prefecture south
of •uk.shirnawere also found to be polluted with the radioact•ve substance. The cental.
government says d lances are currently not being sold as fishing cooperatives in the 2
prefectures are not in operation. Radioactivity was also detected on I I kinds of
vegetables samplehd inFukusbima on Monday• Authorities detectedI,960 becquerels per
kilogram, or 4 times the legal limit, of cesiumironvJapariesc parsley, known as Seri, grown
in Soma City. On Wednesday, the govemrnment banned the shipment of some shiitake
mushrooms grown outdoors in eastern Fukushima :after dectjngmdioactivity above the
legal limit.
Thursday, Aprli14,201 107.28 +0900 (JST)

http7/www3.thk~or•j/padl/entlsh/.44203i3.html (0600, 4/14 SITREP)

"Radioactive strontium detected outside 30km zone" Japan's science ministry says
small amounts of radioactive strontium have been detected in soil and plants outside the
30-kilometer zone around the Fukushima plant where the government has advised people
to stay indoors. Strontium could cause cancer. The ministry has been monitoring the
level of radioactive substances in soil and weeds in Fukushima Prefecture. It found 3.3 to
32 becquerels of strontium 90 per kilogram of soil in samples taken from 3 locations in
Namie Town and litate Village, 30 kilometers from the plant. An extremely small

-O-HC1Ab-USE-ONLY -
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amount of strontium was also found in plants taken from Motomiya City, Ono Town and
Otama and Nishigo Villages. The areas are 40 to 80 kilometers from the Fukushima plant

http://,-www3.nhk.or.jp/dailv/cnglish/13 05.html, (0600, 4/13 SITREP)

CONTACT INFORMATION:
Nuclear Incident Team in the Emergency Onerations Center

(b)(6)

Office of the Deputy Secretary 202-586-5500

Watch Schedule

April 14:
Casey Ruberg
Brian Robinson

April 15:
Chris Behan
Ronald Hagen

0400-0800

0400-0800
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This information is for limited
distribution to those with a

NEED TO KNOW
and should not be forwarded outside
your agency or organization without

prior clearance from U.S, DOE
Contact: DOENNSA Nuclear

Team: (b)(6)



DOE/NNSA Objective

Objective: Collect data and provide measurement
results and technical advice on radioactive
contamination and radiation exposure:
, In support of the State Department in advising American citizens

on protective action and evacuation guidelines
• In support of DoD in its efforts to safely conduct humanitarian

assistance/disaster relief (HA/DR) operations and advise on
departure/return of military dependents

• In support of the Government of Japan (GOJ) in producing
guidelines on relocation and use of agricultural lands

3



Current Status
TEPCO noted its concern that the spent fuel rods in the storage pooi of the
No. 4 reactor may be damaged based on interim results of an analysis of
samples taken from the pool water on Tuesday.

* MEXT released a computer model prediction indicating that radioactive
substances will continue to diffuse.

* TEPCO began pumping 660 tons low-level contaminated radioactive water
from Unit 2 turbine trench to condensers. Level of radioactive water in
trench and basement of No. 2 reactor's turbine building is decreasing.

* Small amounts of radioactive strontium have been detected in soil and
plants outside the 30-kilometer zone around the Fukushima plant.

+ TEPCO continues injecting nitrogen gas into Unit 1 reactor containment
vessel to prevent possible hydrogen explosion. TEPCO plans to inject
nitrogen into Unit 2 on April 20. Nitrogen injection into Unit 3 delayed due to
problems accessing equipment.

* Reactors 1-4 and spent fuel pools generally stable and continue to receive
fresh water injections (see text SITREP for detailed info).



DOE/NNSA
P41-ýilEmergency Response

Command, Control, Coordination:
Nuclear Incident Team (NIT): Coordinating overall response
Policy Working Group (PWG): Coordinating overall policy
Senior Energy Official: Primary Manager of deployed field teams
Liaisons: DART, USPACOM, USAID, NRC Deployed* (42)

# Modeling and Assessment
s National Atmospheric Release Advisory Center (NARA C):

Conducting predictive radioactive atmospheric dispersion modeling (1) SEO
s Consequence Management Home Team (CMHT)**: Providing (1) SEO Staff

scientific assessment of ground measurements and AMS flights (36) Field Monitoring
# Field Monitoring

* Consequence Management Response Team (CMRT)**: US Embassy Tokyo
Conducting ground monitoring, air sampling and initial results (4) DART LNO
analysis

@ Aerial Measuring System (AMS): Conducting aerial detection for
mapping radiologica[ ground material deposits. Currently 2 *The number deployed does not
platforms: 1 Fixed, 1 Rotary currently reflect DOE/NNSA personnel

# Sampling and Lab Analysis assisting in nuclear energy (NE)
SampingandLaD nalsisaspects of the response.

* Lawrence Livermore and Los Alamos National Labs (LLNL &

LANL): Conducting airborne contamination monitor filter analysis
, Savannah River Site (SRS)**: Conducting radionuclide analysis of

soil samples
# Medical Consultation

* Radiation Emergency Assistance Center/Training Site
(REAC/TS): Providing medical advice about radiological exposure

**Augmented by personnel from the DOE/NNSA ia U
RegionalAssistance Program (RAP) Official U_,_se _nly



Significant Events: Past 24 Hrs.
Bilateral Coordination:

s Conducted an AMS-demonstration and Joint AMS operations discussion Yokota
with MEXT and JAEA.

o Meeting with GOJ representatives regarding product development

a GOJ organizations represented - NSC, MOFA, NISA, MAFF, MEXT,
NUSTEC

DOE-GOJ agreed to analyze data provided by other country's collection

DOE provided a sample of data in GOJ-compatible format

e Continued planning and coordination to deliver HPGe detectors:
s First two detectors will be loaned to:

- National Institute of Public Health (NIPH) for drinking water analysis

- Ministry and Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries (MAFF) for soil sample
analysis

% Current plan is to deliver HPGe's, conduct training, and assist with setup at
the GOJ locations

o NRL HPGe's arrived 4/11 and will be tested once additional dewers arrive.
Testing expected to be completed on/about 15 April



Significant Events: Past 24 Hrs.

+ Modeling and Assessment
, Continued to normalize models to field measurements, assess time correlated

deposition, conduct trend analysis, and correlate dose rate measurements with
actual weather patterns

* Sampling and Lab Analysis
s 89 samples received by RAP 3 and were transferred to SRNS for laboratory analysis

* Conducting analysis of US soil sample shipped to LANL; initial results undergoing decay
correction

* Air samples shipped from LLNL delivered to Radiochemistry lab at LANL

* Medical Consultation
. Nothing substantial to report

+ Nuclear Incident Team
* Provided ground monitoring and aerial measuring data spreadsheets to CDC, FDA, HHS,

USDA, EPA, NRC, DHS, NR, DIA, NCMI, and WH
* Finalized rotation for deployed personnel

-0-ffi.,il a1• U Only . 7



Significant Events: Past 24 Hrs.

Field Monitoring
, Aerial Monitoring

AMS UH-1: Surveyed Military installations and the U.S. Embassy. (Campa Asaka,
Yokota Air Base,Sagami General Depot, Camp Zama, Atsugi Naval Air Facility, Ikego,
Yokosuka Naval Base, Negishi, North Dock, Kisarazu Air Base, and Camp Fuji)
AMS C-12: Finished the AMS survey area over the cities of Sukagawa and Koriyama at
1 O00ft AGL 2000 line spacing to further complete the aerial survey.

s Field Monitoring & Assessment
a Operations commenced to deploy the Early Warning Array consisting of 8 Infield

locations. 7 of the 8 locations were established. A mission to establish the 81h location
will be scheduled.
Continued monitoring activities at the US Embassy Japan and the Embassy Resident
Towers in Tokyo, CMOC TOC at Yokota AB, and Yokusuka Naval Base

- One team deployed to Embassy to collect comparative data with USMC and
Naval Reactors

Continued monitoring activities at the US Embassy Japan and the Embassy Resident
Towers in Tokyo, CMOC TOC at Yokota AB, and Yokusuka Naval Base
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Data Inputs

Monitoring Orqa,•
* 334 hours total flying time for Aerial Conseq

Measuring System (AMS) fixed . Team..
and rotary-wing

* Over 150,000 total field W

measurements taken by DOE,
DoD, and GOJ fixed stations and
deployed teams 4,U

Sampling 6 FU$,L

a 504 total air samples taken at US
facilities throughout Japan for lab * Japan
analysis in US

*52 total ground samples taken
throughout Japan for lab analysis
in US

s 89 Japan soil samples received SC
and have been in-processed and S

are at SRS Environmental Lab for NL
analysis .

Vi/111•1(il Vllly
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Guide to Interpretation
US EPA Derived Response Levels (DRLs) for Evacuation and Relocation

I Early Phase DRL
If a person is in danger of receiving an external radiation dose of 1 Rem over 4 days, the EPA

recommends evacuation until radiation levels decrease. This area is indicated by red.

First Year DRL
If a person is in danger of receiving an external radiation dose greater than 2 Rem during the

first year, the EPA recommends relocation until radiation levels decrease. This is not an
urgent action because the dose is received over a full year. This area is indicated by orange.

Fifty Year DRL
If a person is in danger of receiving an external radiation dose greater than 5 Rem over 50

years, the EPA recommends relocation until radiation levels decrease. This is not an urgent
action because the dose is received over fifty years. This area falls within the second year
DRL.

Second Year DRL
If a person is in danger of receiving an external radiation dose of greater than 0.5 Rem in the

second year (or any subsequent year), the EPA recommends relocation until radiation levels
decrease. This area is indicated by yellow.

These calculations account for multiple variables. For instance, radiation is most intense in the first days following its
release therefore dose reduction may be met by evacuating early in the response.

Protective actions are frequently expressed in dose rates. The dose rate is an indicator that residents would accumulate
the threshold dose if they stayed in the area the entire time expressed (e.g. 1 year, 2 years, 50 years).

O lI I aUs Oniy



Gueide to Interpretation
Areas at Risk for Agricultural Contamination

Aerial measurements can indicate areas where agricultural monitoring and sampling
should occur, although they cannot directly determine the amount of contamination of
agricultural products grown in these areas.

AMS monitoring results in areas beyond 25 miles from the Fukushima Daiichi reactors
show areas where dose rates are many times higher than historical background.

The measured external dose rates in these areas are not high enough to warrant
evacuation or relocation of the population, however, lower levels of radioactive
contamination in agricultural products provide more of a risk because the radioactive
material can be ingested into the body. Agricultural monitoring in these areas may be
warranted.

4Areas 10 to 100 times historical background are indicated by green.

'Areas 2 to 10 times historical background are indicated by light blue.

Areas at or near historical background are indicated by dark blue.

-aiUse OnIV 12
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Ground Deposition
Guide to Interpretation

Isotopic Deposition is extracted from AMS spectral data
e Cs-134 was chosen because it can be quantified most accurately

from the aerial data
o Quantities of Cs-1 37 and other isotopes of concern can be inferred

from isotopic ratios measured on the ground with high-resolution
equipment

05 April UH-1 survey chosen for accuracy
• Lower altitude yields higher quality spectra and better sensitivity
* Good topographic data available for altitude corrections
o We've taken many ground measurements in this area

Maximum concentration (in red) is 3.8x105 Bq/m 2 (85% of
first year relocation PAG)
Further analysis is ongoing to reduce uncertainty and
display inferred Cs-1 37 deposition
Initial estimates are that Cs-137 to 134 ratio is 1
Results corroborated by Japanese measurements
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Aerial and Ground Monitoring Data
Assessment

*, An assessment of measurements gathered through 12 April continues to
show:-

* Radiation levels consistently below actionable levels for evacuation or relocation
outside of 25 miles

" Radiological material has not deposited in significant quantities since 19 March

* An assessment of measurements gathered at US military installations in the
Tokyo area through 12 April shows:

" Radiation levels far below actionable levels for evacuation or relocation

* All aerial measurements at US facilities were less than 32 IpR/hr - a level that
poses no known health risk

• Monitoring of these locations will continue although no increases in deposited
radiation are anticipated

* NARAC received local meteorological data from 14 March from
GOJ; ECD 14 April to run the NARAC models to provide more
accurate deposition
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Field Monitoring (Aerial)
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Planned Operations:
Next 24 Hrs

nduct surveys in the 30 to 60 km circle from approximately 10 to 40
Fukushima- Daiichi between the cities of Koriyama on the south and Watary
)Oft AGL 2000 line spacing to further complete the aerial survey.
Il from MOD Air Defense Command will ride along

her and winds permitting, survey the Joint U.S. and Japan Flight Area at
ft line spacing.
Il from MOD Air Defense Command will ride along
d)
sh the final infield unit at Katsurao and will install additional batteries on the
ation which should provide power for up to two weeks.
ill deploy to collect survey data in AMS box west of Koriyama and

g activities at the US Embassy Japan and the Embassy Resident Towers in
3 at Yokota AB, and Yokusuka Naval Base.
)Ioyed to Embassy to collect comparative data with USMC survey position

of air samples at GEL Laboratory

e analysis of soil samples at Savannah River Site
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Key Legend
0 DOE Ground Monitoring

S UH-1 Sortie Coverage

o C- 12 Sortie Coverage

Planned Aerial/Field Monitoring Operations
April 14, 2011 Operational Period
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